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Presenter
Presentation Notes
History of FB studies; purpose; impactFive studies undertaken over 2009 to 2016List of countries has grown – now 8 Pacific island; 2 non-Pacific island; and NZ & Singapore Data range for most countries covers 2002 – 2014All participating countriesAgree to participateAgree that participation is positiveThe studies have been powerful advocacy tools  



Participating  & Survey Countries

New Zealand 4,509,700 191,585 42,483 4%

Singapore 5,469,700 307,937 56,299 7%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benchmarked countries vary significantly in size and GDP per capitaPNG is the biggest economy but has one of the lowest per capita income ratesTonga is probably the most dispersed with 176 islands scattered over 700,000 square kilometersDespite differences in size, income and geography, SOE reform challenges are similarCountries were selected for the study based on their history of SOE reform, availability of financial data and willingness to participateExcellent cooperation from all responsible ministries has made the study possible


		Country

		Population

		GDP

		GDP per Capita

		GDP per Capita Growth



		 

		2014 Total

		2014 ($ million)

		($)

		(Average 2010–2014)



		Fiji

		886,450

		4,069

		4,590

		5%



		Jamaica

		2,721,252

		14,101

		5,182

		7%



		Kiribati

		110,470

		167

		1,509

		2%



		Marshall Islands

		52,898

		193

		3,649

		4%



		Mauritius

		1,260,934

		13,082

		10,375

		6%



		Papua New Guinea

		7,463,577

		18,874

		2,529

		13%



		Samoa

		191,845

		823

		4,288

		3%



		Solomon Islands

		572,171

		1,169

		2,043

		10%



		Tonga

		105,586

		424

		4,020

		3%



		Vanuatu

		258,883

		966

		3,732

		8%









Benchmarking portfolios
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portfolios are composed of majority-owned and controlled,  corporatized entities providing commercial services.  Provident Funds and insurance companies are excluded as they are mutual financial institutions owned by their contributors. Explicitly non-profit entities such as Samoa’s public beneficial bodies are excludedCorporatized, statutory authorities such as FEA are included as they are operated as a for profit commercial entityAll portfolios include between 8-24 SOEs; in 9 of 12 countries, infrastructure SOEs dominate the portfolio, representing 68% to 100% of total assets in 2014. Jamaica, New Zealand and Vanuatu have a large percentage of non-infrastructure SOEs (59%, 57%, 60% respectively), 



Average Return on Equity / Assets
2010-2014
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Financial performance of the SOE portfolios is weak: only two of the SOE portfolios in the benchmarking survey produces a sufficient return to cover capital costs. Only six have produced average returns on equity and assets above zero over 2010–2014These low returns are achieved after subsidized debt; average cost of debt of the sample SOEs was 5% compared to a commercial debt rate of 12%



SOE contribution to GDP vs Total Fixed Assets, 
2014
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SOEs control 7% - 21% of total fixed capital in each country yet contributed only 0% - 12% to GDP in 2014In developed countries (Singapore and New Zealand), SOEs control 5% - 9% of total fixed capital and contribute 1% - 4% to GDP.. On average, for every 1% share of total fixed capital, SOEs in the survey countries contribute only 0.28% to GDP. Singapore’s SOEs contribute 0.44% to GDP for every 1% share of total fixed capital, nearly double the average of the surveyed countries. On this measure Kiribati is the best performer in the survey sample, contributing 0.67% to GDP for each 1% share of total fixed capital; this is due in part to the very small size of its economy (40% the size of Tonga, despite having approx the same population; KIR economy is about the same size as RMI, and its SOE control about the same % of TFA, yet they contribute more than twice to GDP )New Zealand’s performance is similar to the surveyed countries due to the high cost of restructuring two large SOEs in 2012



Fiscal Strain
Government transfers > SOE Net Profits in 5 of 10 countries
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to their initial investment in SOEs, governments also provide ongoing transfers in the form of debt forgiveness, asset donations, cash infusions6 of 10 developing countries in our sample require ongoing Government supportIn only five countries did SOE net profits exceed the value of government transfers in 2010-2014.  (Fiji, Tonga, Solomons, Kiribati and Mauritius)



Portfolio Return Assets 2002-2014
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Portfolio Return Assets 2002-2014
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China: Return on Assets 1999 - 2015
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SOE model is not sustainable

• Fundamental flaw
• Political and commercial risks

• Commercial risk can be managed in the short-term, but 
increasingly difficult in medium-term

• Political risk cannot be fully mitigated
 Weakness in the SOE structure
 Game playing
 Undermine commercial mandate

• Politicians struggle to make commercial decisions 
with political cost 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fundamental flaw in the SOE model is that politicians are ill-suited to own commercial companies: they will always find difficulty with commercial decisions that have political consequences. SOE model tries to replicate the private sector model, but like any copy it has its limitationsAll things being equal - commercial risks faced by SOEs can be managed and mitigated. You cannot “manage” the political risk. The SOE Model attempts to ensure sufficient political oversight as the “owner” while protecting/empowering the commercial independence of the board. This is a very fine balance to achieve and maintain and in the medium to long term it has proven impossible to sustain.  Weaknesses in the structure – it was not designed as a long-term ownership structureGame playing – SOEs hoarding cash (gentailers & PAT), misaligned incentivesThe intervention of politicians undermines the SOEs commercial mandate. We see this in non-commercial activities, but it is prevalent in politicians seeing SOEs as implementers of government policy, rather than commercial investments mandated to achieve sustainable profits.   Politicians struggle with commercial decisionsCan't ask politicians to make commercial and political decisions- just as you can't ask directors to make political decisions - Watercare exampleI wouldn't want politicians to run commercial businesses- they are too busy. Delegate to commercial managers overseen by a commercial board selected based on best skillsPolitical CommitmentLook at the transformation in Solomon Islands – from negative 11% (average 2002 to 2009) to 15% in 2012.  While this shows what can be achieved through a broad-based SOE reform program, ROE has already started to decline and has dropped to 9% in 2014. This trend matches an apparent decline in reform impetus and a reversal in the implementation of some key reform drivers such as the CSO framework Live examples of problems in the model:Tonga power – directive to reduce pricesSamoa Ports – manipulation of the approval process to build a wharfMeridian – hydro project



New Zealand SOE performance
Return on Equity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The uptrend in 2006 was due in the main to a one-off net profit of NZD856.8 million resulting from Meridian Energy’s sale of Southern Hydro. The profit contribution from Meridian represented 61% of portfolio profits in that year.Key drivers in the declining returns:From 2000 politicians see SOEs as political liabilities – not commercial assets. Reform really stopped in mid 1990s – basically holding pattern through to 2000Government adopts very hands off role with commercial oversight – focused more on political impact of SOEs’ operationsGovernment announces no privatization policy, but encourages SOEs to invest surpluses in new activities, a number of which are offshoreChange of government in 2008New Government maintains no-privatization policy but expects SOEs to improve returnsSolid Energy collapse in 2012 drags down portfolio. Placed into Deed of Arrangement in 2015 Issue for Governments since 2000 – appointing persons to the boards who they feel “comfortable” with. Difficulty in censuring your “mates” meant Government acted too slow in Solid Energy melt down.Government owns a number of SOEs that are purely commercial – have no justification in continued state ownership. Politicians, boards, management are all just too comfortable – lack real discipline of private ownership. MOM starting to address this.SOE list: Airways Corporation; Animal Control Products; AssureQuality; Kordia Group; Landcorp Farming; Learning Media; Meteorological Services; NZ Post; Kiwibank; Quotable Value; Transpower. (MOMs not included)    



New Zealand MOM – reduced ownership 
but increased dividend
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• Dividends increase by 51%
• Ownership reduced to 49%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Treasury briefing paper (May 2014)The Crown (state) probably would not have received all of the dividends that the companies are now forecasting. There are strong pressures on listed entities to pay consistent, reliable and attractive dividends. The incentives on State Owned Enterprises to pay dividends are much weaker”The briefing paper also noted that the privatization program created “incentives on the companies to improve their performance, which should result in greater dividends than would have been paid if the companies had remained 100% Crown owned”



Singapore SOE Performance
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Presentation Notes
On the face of it, it appears that Singapore’s SOE are achieving reasonable returns, but the fact that ROE is almost double ROA warrants further review. The average ROA of 5.1% for 2010-2014 is below Sols at 6.7% for the same period.  



Singapore Gearing

SOE Debt to Equity Accounts Payable to 
Equity

Debt & Accounts 
Payable to Equity

Neptune Orient Lines 147.2% 49.1% 196.3%

Singapore Technologies 62.9% 116.9% 179.9%

Singapore Power 147.1% 21.3% 168.3%

STATS ChipPAC 93.2% 15.8% 109.0%

SMRT 48.2% 51.1% 99.3%

PSA International 61.4% 12.8% 74.3%
Singapore
Telecommunications 33.1% 20.3% 53.4%

Mapletree Investments 36.9% 5.4% 42.3%

Singapore Airlines 9.6% 31.1% 40.7%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Singapore’s SOEs operate with very high gearingWhile there is no explicit state guarantee studies suggest that the SOEs benefit from an implied  guaranteeAverage net positive EVA of 2.44% in 2009-2014Is Temasek a good holding company model? It is not clear that it is or whether it can be duplicated outside of Singapore. Really a Sovereign wealth fund with only 27% of its assets invested in Singapore’s SOEs. It does not appear that Temasek is achieving better, or even comparable returns, than one would expect in the private sector.   Note: EVA – Where NOPAT exceeds the firm’s economic cost of capital, EVA is positive. If NOPAT is less than the cost of capital, EVA is negative, shareholder wealth has been destroyed.



Private sector participation needed to lock 
in commercialization gains

SOE 
Commercialization

• Commercial mandate
• Accountability framework
• CSO delivery on 

commercial terms
• Professional boards
• Transparency / disclosure
• Competitive neutrality

Private Sector 
Participation

Full Privatization

Partial Privatization

PPPs

Contracting out

Competition



SOE Commercialization – what it means 
in practice

• Institutional framework
• Roles and responsibilities
• Transparency and accountability

• CSO delivery
• Governance
• Competition 
• Political commitment – key to reform and 

essential to sustain it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that full privatization is not likely nor possible in most countries; but increased private sector participation in delivering “SOE” services should remain the goalWhile SOEs remain under government control, the focus should be on their full commercialization; in particular creating the necessary distance between the commercial objectives of the SOEs and the political imperatives of their owners – the main focus of the SOE modelCSOs:Solomons (SOEs are formally contracting CSOs with the government: 3 contracts in 2012, 5 in 2013 and 5 in 2014 (totaling SI$39 million). The government is also contracting directly with the private sector on lowest subsidy basis (e.g. ferry services)PNG : CSO policy adopted in Dec 2013, piloted in 2015; calls for the formal contracting of CSOs provided by SOEs and allows but does not require competitive tendering.   Governance:The 3 legged stoolCompetition:Has induced most Pacific telcos to reform (eg SamoaTel, Telikom, TCC)Political Commitment



Lessons for Donors



What have we observed?
• Global SOE reform experience reveals:

• Principles that drive SOE performance are universal –
not limited by SOE or country size

• Political commitment is crucial – sustained reform 
cannot be imposed from outside

• Reform windows close quickly – reform programs must 
be quickly deployed

• Pacific experience demonstrates that program 
based support can be powerful – if
• The outputs are meaningful
• They are an achievable stretch, and
• Non-achievement results in non-payment



Are we using consistent language?
• Many jurisdictions differentiate profit vs non-profit 

state owned entities; why?
• Extent that the entity is funded by user-pays or 

state budget impacts upon
• Governance structures
• Level of political oversight/control
• Performance measures

• Not all state-owned entities will transition to a SOE
• ADB’s engagement should recognize the structural 

dynamics/limitations of the state owned entity 



Are we clear on the objectives of SOE 
reform?
• Sustainable infrastructure service delivery
• Private sector development -> economic 

growth -> poverty alleviation
• Improved fiscal stance



What mechanisms can donors use to 
improve service delivery?

• Concessional loans and grants to SOEs
• PPPs
• SOE reform & privatization
• Output based aid
• Contestable CSO contracts

Which of these can help achieve 3 objectives of 
sustainability, PSD and improved fiscal stance?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which of these is distortionary?  Which can help achieve all 3 objectives cited in slide 20?



Recommended Principles of Engagement
• SOE reform and engagement with SOEs 

must
• Be non-distortionary
• Promote private sector development
• Not crowd out private sector participants
• Support competitive neutrality
• Reduce fiscal strain
• Be consistent with good corporate governance
• Promote transparency and accountability
• Target sustainable outcomes/outputs



Thank You

https://www.adb.org/publications/finding-balance-2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
History of FB studies; purpose; impactSOE reform is difficult; advocacy is importantCurrent study is still a discussion draft; we will finalize based on participant feedback and publish in JuneMethodology; sources of infoAs we highlight the key findings and themes over the course of this presentation and next 2 days, you will find that we are asking one fundamental question: what should be the role of the state in the economy?  
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